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KONI’s 30 Series racing shock is a single (rebound) adjustable mono-tube high-pressure gas design that has proven popular with drivers, teams, and chassis builders 
for its consistency, repeatability, and durability providing unequalled performance value to oval track racers. The  KONI 30 Series is also commonly used by racing 
schools and sanctioning bodies as an economical, racer friendly, and tamper-proof “spec shock” for rules stability and competition leveling.

With four distinct rebound adjustments, 30 Series lets you adjust the shock to suit your driver preferences, chassis setup, and track conditions.  Regardless of the 
rebound adjustment setting, the pre-set digressive compression damping forces do not change. KONI’s lightweight and robust design offers a wide range of valving 
and length options to fit a variety of asphalt or dirt track applications. The 30 series dampers may be mounted upright or inverted to reduce unsprung weight and 
can be utilized with a coil-over kit as needed. The attachments are 1/2” ID spherical bearings on both ends. 

1. Adjustment Button. 4 Position Adjustable – KONl’s patented adjustment design enables one KONl   
 shock to have four distinct and separate valvings, with a simple push of a button. This feature allows   
 for precise chassis tuning.

2.  Guide & Seal. Low friction Viton seal ensures continued peak performance and long life. The KONl guide  
 is made of hardened steel with a Teflon coated, sintered bronze bushing for long life and low friction. Some  
 competitors use non-hardened, non-bushing guides which can have up to three times the guide friction.

3. Piston Rod. KONl’s high-tensile strength piston rod will withstand 850 lbs. of force prior to bending 1%.  
 Other competitive rods bend often between 625 and 725 lbs. of force. KONI rods are Super Chrome  
 finished and lapped for peak performance and superior seal life.

4. Piston & Teflon Band. A large 1.81 in./46 mm diameter piston provides a velocity-sensitive valving. All  
 rebound and compression valves ride the piston providing immediate sensitivity to oil flow and damping  
 forces generation. The Teflon Piston Band provides low friction unlike some competitors that use lower  
 grade rubber O-rings which wear and damage quickly.

5. Cylinder Wall. KONI’s precision drawn .080” thick seamless cylinder wall tubing withstands track abuse  
 and ensures low friction and wear. Most competitors use weaker, abrasive seam welded tubing. 

6. Damping Fluid. KONI’s proprietary shock oil ensures no fade valving. Our mono-tube design also allows  
 for larger volume of oil, increasing ability to withstand high operating temperatures.

7. Floating Gas Divider Piston. Separating nitrogen gas from oil, KONI’s divider piston enables the shock  
 to be mounted in any position, including upside-down and horizontal. Some competitor shocks with  
 plastic gas bags/cells often fail quickly from  internal abrasion allowing the gas charge to mix with   
 the oil and cause damping problems and leakage. 

8. Gas. Large volume of nitrogen gas for peak operating performance at high working temperatures, up to  
 320°F and optimize driver feel. 

9. Eye Attachments. KONl’s robust bearing mounting eyes can withstand up to 15,000 lbs. of force, up to  
 3 times longer than some other brands.

10. 3 Position Coil-Over Snap Ring Grooves. Various lengths of springs can be fitted using adjustable  
 spring retainers and threaded coil-over sleeves.
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How to Adjust KONI 30 Series 4 Position Rebound 
Adjustable Shocks 

1. The rebound adjustment is made by holding the shock upright and fully extended  
 with both hands or using a vise or clamp. If using a vise or clamp, hold only by the   
 lower mounting eye (Figure 1) and not by the shock body cylinder or the piston rod  
 (Figure 2). Raise the black plastic dust cap to expose the adjusting button .

2. Hold the damper body where the piston rod emerges from the cylinder and push the  
 adjusting button and hold it (Figures 1 & 3). Slowly rotate the piston rod and top eye  
 carefully until you feel the button drop down slightly to show that the adjuster is   
 fully engaged.

3. The shock’s internal adjustment mechanism provides four distinct positions which   
 click when going into the next position. (0 position + 3 clicks = 4 positions) (Figure 4).

4.  The shock may have been previously adjusted so it is a good practice to confirm   
 which position the shock is currently in prior to making a new adjustment. With the  
 adjuster button compressed and fully engaged with one hand, turn the piston rod   
 to the left (counterclockwise) with the other hand counting any clicks until the stop/ 
 minimum setting is felt. DO NOT USE FORCE! Internal damage may be caused by   
 forcing past the minimum (0 position) or maximum setting (3 click position).

5. To increase rebound damping force, with the adjuster button pressed and fully   
 engaged, turn the piston rod one or more clicks to the right (clockwise), and then  
 release the adjusting button.

6. When the adjustment is completed, be sure the adjusting button springs back upward  
 to fully disengage. If the button is still engaged, do not turn the piston rod or   
 otherwise the correct adjustment can be disturbed. When the button is fully up, the  
 piston rod will turn freely. If the adjusting button is still engaged, compress the  
 shock by hand by more than ½ inch, then turn the piston rod slightly before releasing.   
 The internal gas pressure will extend the shock and disengage the adjuster. Reset   
 the black plastic dust cap onto the end of the shock body.  
 The damper can now be refitted to the car. 

P/N Max. 
Length

Min. 
Length Stroke Test Velocity 

(in./sec.)
Compression 
Force (lbs.)

Rebound Adjustment Position // Forces (lbs.)

0 1 2 3

Force Chart
30 7325 19.75” 12.75” 7” 2.05” 20 65 70 95 125
30 9325 23.75” 14.75” 9” 5.16” 40 160 180 225 275

10.32” 60 280 325 390 490
13.00” 70 345 405 495 630

30 7436 19.75” 12.75” 7” 2.05” 45 100 110 120 145
30 9436 23.75” 14.75” 9” 5.16” 65 175 195 225 275

10.32” 90 285 330 385 490
13.00” 110 340 400 470 590

30 7647SP1* 19.75” 12.75” 7” 2.05” 110 115 135 150 185
5.16” 165 235 255 295 360

10.32” 220 320 365 435 550
13.00” 240 370 420 505 650

30 7499 19.75” 12.75” 7” 2.05” 60 155 320 520 650
Tie Down 5.16” 90 555 635 740 945

10.32” 130 775 915 1100 1510
13.00” 150 910 1080 1320 1845

Product P/N

Parts List

Top Eye (No Bearings or Snap Rings) 70.52.04.340.0

Standard 1” Bearing 1425.50.00.13

Upgrade 1” Teflon Bearing COM-8T-35

Bearing Snap Ring 1038.50.02.54

Figure 2: Do not use a clamp or 
vise on piston rod or on shock 
body cylinder, only on lower 
mounting eye as shown in 

Figure 1.

Figure 1: To adjust, press the 
adjusting button with one hand 
and turn the piston rod with the 

other hand.

Figure 4: 4 positions/3 clicks. 
Piston rod adjustment direction:   

Clockwise = Firmer   
Counterclockwise = Softer

Figure 3: Depress the adjusting 
button and turn the piston rod 
very slightly until the adjuster  

is fully engaged.

*30 7647SP1 LOW GAS  supersedes  30 7647


